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After a fantastic, hot summer full of great sailing,
we are already seeing the signs that the end is
nigh. It is definitely fall now. As I type this,
many masts are already down around the lagoon.
This is the final Clipper of the 2016 season.
I would like to thank all the people who wrote
articles and submitted photographs this year.
Special thanks to our copyeditor Heather Jackson
and also to our layout artists Chris Sumpton,
Kris Coward, and Glen Newbury. I’m also grateful
to all our advertisers for their continued support.
I hope to serve as Communications Chair again
next year and also hope that all of you will continue to contribute. Stay warm this winter.
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Lasqueti
By Peter Ashby

There is a big high off the BC West coast funneling
20-knot North winds down the Strait of Georgia. The
wind is clawing against the flood tide and raising
snarling whitecaps. It is going to be a beat from
Nanaimo to Lasqueti and it is going to be a bit rough.
But this monster our son Mark suggested we rent, can
go at 10 knots upwind at 30 degrees apparent. It is a
Hanse 40, a racing machine with a six-and-a-half-foot
fin keel. This is not your typical cruising boat, but
Mark, who went through QCYC junior club and became

an instructor, loves to sail. With Mark, his wife Ting,
and their 5-year-old daughter May, we are hoping to
explore some of the less accessible islands in the Strait.
Lasqueti Island is a counter-culture refuge for about
300 rugged individuals. It is off the grid. There is no
water supply, no sewage. The roads are unmade. And
the residents want it to stay like that. The only access
is by a small ferry from Vancouver Island about once a
day, weather permitting. It is not a car ferry. The residents don’t want visitors with cars.
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We pull in to the government dock in False Bay and raft
up against an old fishing boat. The locals’ no-nonsense
approach to visitors is established right on the dock,
where a notice declares: “To protect our sheep and
deer, all dogs not on a leash are liable to be shot.”
There is a small store. There is also a food dispenser.
This is a cupboard mounted beside the road with
shelves of plastic boxes filled with homemade muffins
and cookies. “Put money in the tin box. No change. No
credit.” Notices pinned on the post-office hut indicate
that there will be an Art Picnic next Thursday. A lot on
the island (no house) is available for $275,000. Taxes
$1100 a year. Some of the locals do have cars. They are
parked near the dock. They don’t look like cars; they
are so completely covered in brown dust that they
resemble furry groundhogs that have adopted the natural colors of the island.
Imagine a jigsaw puzzle, completed and then teased
apart all around the edges, creating the appearance of
inlets and islets all indented with multiple nooks and
crannies where a boat could tuck in for the night. That
is Lasqueti.
One of these islets is special. Mary and Al Palmer
bought Jedediah Island and moved onto it in 1972.
They built a home, planted an orchard, raised sheep
and goats and a horse called Will. Mary loved the place
so much she wrote a book about it, Jedediah Days: One
Woman’s Island Paradise (Harbour Press). As they grew

older, the couple could not bear the idea of the island
being sold. A campaign by environmentalists pressured
the provincial government and in 1995 the island
became a park. The house was abandoned. Everything
was left as is was. The sheep and goats wandered off
and became feral. The horse stayed around to greet visitors.
You can only get to Jedediah if you have a boat. We
threaded the passages between the jigsaw islets and
anchored in Boho bay. BC sailors like to live off the
sea. They fish, pick oysters, and trap crabs. Mark had
brought crab traps. Baited with chicken, you drop them
to the bottom, wait 15 minutes, and pull them up
again. There were crabs in the trap every time. There
must be thousands of them down there. The crabs have
to be a certain size. Every sailor carries a yellow plastic
crab gauge. You can keep 4 crabs a day. They were delicious. We sat in the cockpit until the wall of trees
around us went black and the sky above them was filled
with a million stars.
Next morning, we landed on Jedediah and walked on
soft pine needles through a forest of Douglas Fir to the
pasture with apple trees. The deserted homestead looks
out over a perfect anchorage. The windows are wired up
to keep animals out. If you peer in, you can see the old
wood-burning cooking stove. The half-burned log in the
fire box that cooked their last meal 21 years ago is
still there.

There is sheep poop all over the place but we never saw
any wild sheep. It was hot. They were probably resting
up in the shade somewhere. Will, the horse, died. His
grave has been decorated with wooden crosses, sheep
skulls, goat bones, and a child’s black-and-white stuffy
horse. His name is spelled out in oyster shells. He was
evidently much loved.
Our next leg took us further north to the island of
Hornby where there is a one-kilometre sandy beach
ideal for 5-year-olds.
We had been looking forward to a downhill run back to
Nanaimo, but the weather had changed and the fore-

cast was for stiff southerlies. To avoid a 60-mile beat,
we crossed to Secret Cove on the BC mainland (another
perfect harbour) to get a better angle to Nanaimo on
the next day. You have to work the tides here. We left
at full ebb to get the least current in Welcome Channel
and have the flood tide with the wind for the crossing.
That seemed to work out. The monster boat flew across
the Strait back to Vancouver Island.
The Strait of Georgia is a wonderful cruising ground.
But with three-metre tides, strong currents, and rocks
all over the place, you have to keep your wits about
you. We were happy to get the boat back intact.
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The On Water Safety Corner

Learn for
2017 Season
By Graham Dougall

September was Preparedness Month, so consider being better prepared for the 2017 season by taking a course
related to boating and boating safety.
Some sources for courses in the GTA are as follows.
Free sessions during the Toronto International Boat Show (TIBS): www.torontoboatshow.com. I have attended many
excellent free sessions, including ones on weather and on the Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS). The TIBS has
new dates for 2017, from January 20th to 29th.
Canadian Power and Sailing Squadrons (CPSS) courses throughout the GTA: www.cpstoronto.ca or www.cps-ecp.ca.
Other GTA Yacht clubs such as ABYC, NYC and PCYC have sailor education nights: www.abyc.on.ca, www.thenyc.com,
and www.pcyc.net. These are open to sailors from other yacht clubs. So check the clubs’ websites.
Humber College Boating is back as Humber Bay Sailing Centre, including their courses, see
http://www.hbsailing.com/index.html.
If you don’t have first-aid, CPR and AED (defibrillator) training or you need to renew your certificate, the winter is
a great chance to address this. If you need a valid first aid certificate for Transport Canada (TC) certification and
licensing, you need to take the Marine Basic First Aid that is recognized by Transport Canada as TC doesn’t recognize the normal basic courses. The following organizations
provide both the normal and marine courses:

Looking for new directors

Canadian Red Cross for first aid courses:
http://www.redcross.ca/
St. John Ambulance for first aid courses: http://www.sja.ca/
As specific courses of interest surface, I will post in the Quick
Clipper.
To everyone, a safe and happy fall and winter--and become
better prepared for the 2017 sailing season.

Toronto Search
Rescue (T-SAR)
Toronto Search and Rescue is looking for new
Board members for the position of Secretary and
Treasurer. We believe that more involvement from
the boating community we serve would be very
positive for the success and longevity of the
organization. Submissions of interest are due by
November 30, 2017.
See www.torontosearchandrescue.com
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Strategies and Techniques

Successful
Starts
By Dan Smith

In the last issue we looked at the rules that govern
boat-to-boat interactions prior to the start. We also
reviewed the protocols of starting, emphasizing the
importance of watching the flags as the only reliable
source of information before the race. In this issue,
I’d like to take a full departure from rules and talk
about the strategic elements of starting and
approaches for their successful execution. Admittedly,
this topic is a little more subjective than a simple
explanation of the rules, but I’ll try to keep my personal biases to a minimum.
If you watch kids race, particularly at the optimist
level, you’ll see them sail the line, back and forth, until
the signal sounds and they all sail upwind from wherever they were at the time. Surprisingly, this approach
is not uncommon at the keelboat level. I love starts
because we get total creative freedom. We can speed
up, slow down, sail serpentine, even stop completely.

Starts let you paint the picture of how your race is
going to go. In this article, I’ll lay out some methods
for formulating a starting strategy and then discuss the
key techniques for executing a good start.

Heading to the Course
Starting has a lot to do with confidence, so it’s
important to sail your best even well before the
sequence commences. Always sail with the crew in the
right position and with the correct sail trim. Make sure
you sail close hauled on both tacks. Often, this will
reveal issues before they become serious. Are your jib
fairleads in the right place? Do you have enough halyard tension? Did you pick up some weeds in the
lagoon? You won’t really know unless you’re sailing in
race mode.
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In order to understand starting strategy, we must
understand the fundamentals of upwind sailing. At any
time, the boat that is furthest upwind is technically
winning the upwind leg. If you draw a line perpendicular to the true wind, you can use it to measure who is
in front. For lack of a better term, I’ll call this line the
upwind frontier.

Sail into irons on the line and take note of where your
bow is pointing relative to the windward mark. If your
bow points to the right of the mark, the right side of
the line is favoured. If your bow points to the left of
the mark, the true wind is coming from the left of the
mark and the left side of the line is favoured. Try to
come to a complete stop while taking this reading to
get the truest reading possible.

Take the diagram below. On the left, boats A and B are
theoretically tied, both being equally upwind. On the
right, a 10 wind shift has put boat A in the lead. Without any effort, boat A is now further upwind, with less
sailing distance to the windward mark.

The diagram below highlights the advantage gained by
starting at the favoured end. Relative to a perfectly
square line, boats that start at the favoured end are
already further upwind and closer to the windward mark
than their competitors.

True win
d

True wind

d
True win

True wind

Understanding Upwind Sailing

Upwind
Frontier

Upwind Frontier

Upwind Frontier

B

A

B

A
A perfectly square line

We can apply the same principles at the start and use
them to determine the favoured end of the line. It is
clear that in anything other than a perfectly square
line, boats that start at the favoured end sail a shorter
race than other boats.

Prior to the Start
When you get to the starting area, it’s time to start
developing your strategy. Once the other fleets go into
sequence, you can’t get too close to the line, so it’s
important to take advantage early and then watch the
starts closely for indicators that conditions have
changed.
Your first priority in developing a strategy should be to
find the favoured end of the line. This is always the
side that is furthest upwind due either to a misalignment of the start marks or true wind relative to the
windward mark.
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Frontier
Upwind
True wind 10 to the left

R
C

Of course, the irons technique doesn’t always work. It
is possible that the true wind may come directly from
the windward mark, but the start marks are misaligned.
Often, a committee boat will drag its anchor over time,
causing the pin end to become more and more
favoured. Note that a good race committee will often
intentionally favour the pin end, in order to avoid overcrowding and collisions at boat end. This is especially
true when the committee boat is new!
In the diagram on top of the next page, the committee
boat has dragged its anchor and skewed the line to
favour the pin end. If you put your bow head-to-wind
it would point directly at the mark, but clearly the pin
end is further upwind. A good way to detect this is to
run the line in both directions and note your sail trim.
The favoured end is always the end that requires you to
trim in the furthest.

True wind

You must also factor in wind conditions and this can
require a good deal of local knowledge. Is the breeze
stronger on the left or right side? Is the eastern gap
funneling into a left shift at the top of the course?
Especially where we sail, these types of questions can
have a significant impact on your starting strategy.

Upwind Frontier

Pin end
favoure
d

Techniques for Executing Starts
10

R
C

In addition to taking a wind reading and running the
line in both directions, your prestart routine should
include taking note of your close-hauled striking zones
to both the pin and committee ends of the line. That
is, the general areas from which you can sail closehauled to either end of the line in about 30 seconds.
This will become important when it comes time to
actually execute your starting strategy.

Now that we’ve covered the basics of developing a
strategy, it’s time to act on it. It isn’t very useful to
know the favoured end of the line if you can’t be there
when the horn sounds. Starting can be a tricky business, but only if you relinquish control to your surrounding competitors. The techniques that I’ll outline
below are all related to maintaining the greatest freedom and control over your own manoeuverability.
Remember that, in the end, all you have to do is hit
the line with speed and clear air. Easy, right?

Technique 1: Learn to Stop Moving

R
C

A

A

Other Strategic Considerations
The discussion so far has been biased towards onedesign racing. When all else is equal, starting at the
favoured end is paramount. But in our world, there are
many other considerations. We must consider the number of boats in the fleet and relate that to the length of
the line. Targeting the extreme of the favoured end is
inherently risky because it leaves little room for error.
In my experience, the boat lucky enough to win the
favoured end starts in first place, but in a close second
is a boat about one-third of the way up the line, clear
of all the traffic that piles up at the favoured end.

This is my favourite, absolutely critical advice to keelboat racers. Dinghy folk figured this out a long time
ago, but for some reason keel racers are still milling
around the start like the kids in Optis. If you struggle
with timing and gauging your distance to the line, all
you have to do is stop moving. Luff your sails and hold
your ground until you’re in a position to make a run for
the line (make sure it’s a short run). Melges sailors
even keep their jibs furled until moments before the
gun. I like to use a series of brief commands with my
crew to communicate our desired speed. Typical
phrases include:
• Tack with speed: fill the sails after tacking
• Tack and luff: do not fill the sails after tacking
• Full speed: trim the sails optimally to whatever point
of sail we take
• Close hauled: trim to close hauled
(used just before the start)
If you’re wondering why there isn’t one for gybing, it’s
because you shouldn’t be gybing pre-start.
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Slowing down lets you stay close to the line and pick
your spots more carefully. Doing otherwise often ends
up in what’s known as a Vanderbilt Start, where you
take a run at the line full speed from several minutes
away. With all due respect to Commodore Vanderbilt,
this is a terrible approach that should never be used.

Finally, I like to approach the line on port tack, looking
for a nice gap in the crowd and tacking into it as close

R
C

This one is essential! Maintaining a space to your leeward on the line gives you room to accelerate and cross
the line with optimal speed. I employ three methods
for achieving this.

A

down and carve out some space beneath you. This
leaves you with ample room to bear off, speed up and
start in clear air in those critical moments before the
signal. Here, boat C has the right to luff boat A in order
to create space between herself and boat B below.
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B
3
A

2 A
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The second is to hold your spot on the line with minimal speed. Boats passing you will likely have too much
momentum to ever really pose a threat and as long as
they keep sailing past, you can pick your moment to
accelerate down the line. It helps to keep your boom
outboard, so passing boats are forced to give you a
wider berth. Remember that you are not required to
anticipate other boats attaining overlap, and they must
provide you time to react. If you’re moving slowly, it’s
unlikely that anybody would bother you.

In the following diagram, boat A approaches the line
on port and locates a nice spot beneath boat C. In
position 2, she tacks beneath boat C, stalling a little to
carve out even more space to leeward, and finally
accelerates into the gap and starts the race.

B

C

1

D

B

C

R
C

to the windward boat as possible. Approaching on port
makes it much easier to spot holes in the line and also
lets you choose freely where you’d like to go. Once
you’re in the parade of starboard boats, it becomes difficult to switch spots. You need to learn how to get out
of sync with the crowd to pull this off and you have to
be comfortable hanging around the pin end during the
sequence.

E

The first method, as pictured above, is to luff up
(remember you can luff at any time pre-start), slow

B

A

Technique 2: Carving a Space to Leeward

Technique 3: Approaching the Line
from Close-Hauled
All too often, we see a large group of boats approach
the line from the committee-boat end on a beam reach.
Indeed, there is something that feels natural about
staying inline with the start line (I imagine this is why
kids do it), but this is a very risky approach. Remember
in formulating our strategy, we took note of our striking zones where we can attack either the pin or boat
ends from a close-hauled course. If I’m targeting a
boat-end start, I guarantee you’ll find me in this zone.
In the following diagram, boat D is waiting in her
strike zone, moving just enough to hold steady as the
fleet approaches from outside the start box. Depending
on the timing, D can choose to let them pass, or block
their approach as she maintains right-of-way the entire
time. Approaching from this zone also safeguards you
against being luffed up yourself, since you are already
on a close-hauled course inside the committee boat.

3

A

1

B

D

2A

R
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C

E

A

Technique 4: Get Astern of
Your Competition
This is a fun technique and, although it is much more
applicable to team and match racing, I’ll discuss it here
for interest’s sake. A boat clear astern holds all the
cards. It is one of the most powerful positions to be in
and I use it frequently during both starts and leeward
roundings. It is powerful because it gives you options
and control.

In match racing, boats will often tussle at the onset to
try to gain the astern position. The primary reason is
that you can use it to push your competitor away from
the start, leaving you closer when the time comes.
Since a boat can’t tack or gybe into you, as long as you
stay behind and block their tack and gybe attempts,
you maintain total control of the situation.
When approaching the line on port, a boat clear astern
can choose to let the leader tack away, or block that
attempt by tacking herself and even holding in irons to
carve out some space below. Approaching on starboard,
a boat clear astern is at no risk of being pushed over
the line and will end up further to windward once they
both head up to start.

Conclusion
Starting can be a tricky business. But if you plan a
strategy and sail with care and purpose you are certain
to come out in good shape. Note that all of the techniques discussed focus on maintaining maximum flexibility and manoeuverability. Always avoid overlaps and
don’t be afraid to slow down and pick your moment!
I’m going to side-step the irony of writing about starting at the end of a season, but I do hope you’ve
enjoyed these little articles. Panache can be very forceful in generating content for the Clipper but I’ll admit
that I’ve enjoyed contributing. If you are looking to
brush up in the off-season, these are my favourite
books by topic:
• Rules: The Rules in Practice by Bryan Willis (Note that
a new version of the rules will come out in 2017 and
a new edition of this book will follow)
• Sail theory: Sail Power: The Complete Guide to Sails
and Sail Handling by Wallace Ross
• Tactics: Sailing Smart: Winning Techniques, Tactics,
and Strategies by Buddy Melges and Charles Mason
Cheers to a good season and happy winter!
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2016 Awards
Queen City Yacht Club

Wednesday Night Series

Series 1

PHRF 1 NFS S1
1st CIRCE III
2nd BLUE STREAK
3rd ALPHA OMEGA

Ron Mazza
Robert Eckersley
Eric Whan

Series 2

PHRF 1 NFS S1
1st BLUE STREAK
2nd CIRCE III
3rd VELOCE

Robert Eckersley
Ron Mazza
Mark Millen

Series 3
PHRF 1 NFS S1
1st CIRCE III
2nd BLUE STREAK
3rd ALPHA OMEGA

Ron Mazza
Robert Eckersley
Eric Whan

PHRF 2 NFS S1
1st GONE WITH WIND 2
Bill Eckersley
2nd BANDOLEER
Bruce Smith
3rd KUBULI
Rob Nicholson

PHRF 2 NFS S1
1st GONE WITH WIND 2
Bill Eckersley
2nd BANDOLEER
Bruce Smith
3rd KUBULI
Rob Nicholson

PHRF 3 NFS S1
1st WARINGTON
2nd PANACHE
3rd TROUBADOUR

Keith Nunn
Mark Macrae
Daniel Smith

PHRF 3 NFS S1
1st MOXIE
2nd DRAGONFLY
3rd WARINGTON

John Warren
David Robinson
Keith Nunn

PHRF 4 NFS S1
1st SKEENA
2nd FINE WINE
3rd PUGWASH

Mark MacRae
Keith Nunn
David Robinson

Rick Veenhuizen
Frank Bushe
Steve Gigiel

PHRF 4 NFS S1
1st SKEENA
2nd FINE WINE
3rd ZIG ZAG

PHRF 3 NFS S1
1st PANACHE
2nd WARINGTON
3rd DRAGONFLY

Rick Veenhuizen
Frank Bushe
John McLeod

RS-400
1st
2nd
3rd

Rick Veenhuizen
Frank Bushe
John McLeod

Teresa Miolla
Halska Weiss
Trevor McGrath

RS-400
1st
2nd

PHRF 4 NFS S1
1st SKEENA
2nd FINE WINE
3rd ZIG ZAG

Trevor McGrath
Halska Weiss

SHARK
1st MAZZARATI
2nd BORNE HOME
3rd OTAZEL

Halska Weiss
Trevor McGarth
Derek McKee

Joanna Kidd
David Pitcher
Paul Horne

SHARK
1st MAZZARATI
Joanna Kidd
2nd STILL MESSING ABOUT
Peter Broecker
3rd OTAZEL
Paul Horne

RS-400
1st
2nd
3rd

STAR
1st SPECIAL K
2nd
3rd

Amanda Karahanas
Roger Potts
Rob Hupfield

STAR
1st SPECIAL K
2nd
3rd
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Amanda Karahanas
Rob Hupfield
Roger Potts

PHRF 2 NFS S1
1st BANDOLEER
Bruce Smith
2nd GONE WITH WIND 2
Bill Eckersley
3rd DON'T THINK TWICE
Trevor Spurr

SHARK
1st BORNE HOME David Pitcher
2nd MAZZARATI
Joanna Kidd
3rd ON THE ROCKS Forbes & Noack
STAR
1st
2nd
3rd SPECIAL K

Angelo De Gennaro
Rob Hupfield
Amanda Karahanas

Best Shark Wednesday–
Patricia Whetung Shark Trophy
Mazzarati
Joanna Kidd

Service to Junior Club Gayle Kay Trophy
Peter & Moya Ashby

Best Star Wednesday Nights –
100 Centennial Race 1st Overall
Race Division
SPECIAL K
Amanda and
Tony Karahanas

Best QCYC Yacht in LORC
David Smith Trophy
To Be Determined

First over the Line - Starters’ Cup
Skeena - Rick Veenhuizen
Overall Wednesday Champion World Challenge Cup
Skeena - Rick Veenhuizen
Most Helpful and Cooperative
Junior Club Member Sunfish Trophy
Devon Lehal
Most Improved Junior Club Racer - Al
Rae Memorial Trophy Best Junior Club
Racer - George Annand Trophy
Oscar Carlson-Whan
Best showing at CORK – CORK Trophy
Nick Dotsch

Best QCYC Yacht in AHMEN
Snipe Class Trophy 1934
To Be Determined
Best QCYC Yacht in Whitesails at QCYC
Regatta - THC Plate – Alpha Omega
Eric Whan
Best Performance In A Middle/Long
Distance Race - Hole in the Wall
Dragonfly
Dave Robinson
Best Yacht Club in QCYC Regatta –
Graham Dougall Trophy
ABYC
Most Valuable Keelboat Crew –
QCYC 16’ Skiff
Neil Garscadden
Most Improved Racer – NYC 16’ Skiff
Tay Moss

QCYC Sailboats That Won
The 2016 ABYC/QCYC Open Regatta Challenge from the Commodore of ABYC
Alpha
Bandoleer
Don’t Think
Fine Wine
Skeena
Warington
Twice
Omega
Circe III
Initram
Tango 2
Dragonfly
Amelia
Disco
Moxie
Troubadour
Elan
Ascend
Volante
Panache
Veloce

Women Skippers (QCYC) & Marlyn McDonald Trophy &
Women Skippers (Open) & 70th Anniversary Trophy
Sandra Monkewich

Women Skippers (KB) & QCYC Class A 1913 Trophy
Sandra Monkewich
PHRF 1A
PHRF 2A
1st ABRACADABRA Gerry & Amanda
1st
Karahanas
2nd BANDOLEER
2nd ASCEND
Deirdre Sadler
3rd JENNY JUGS
3rd INITRAM
Kim Wade
PHRF 2B
PHRF 1B
1st WILD JASMINE Jacqueline Cook
2nd GHOST
Shelly Deeks
3rd ILIAD
Lianne Phillipson

Champion of Champions
& Downard Cup
Circe III - Ron Mazza
PHRF 1
1st Circe III
2nd Blue Streak
3rd Veloce

Ron Mazza
Robert Eckersley
Mark Millen

PHRF 2
1st Borne Home
2nd Dragonfly
3rd Skeena

David Pitcher
David Robinson
Rick Veenhuizen

Champion of Champions
& Algonquin Cup
Rob Hupfield
Star
1st
2nd

Rob Hupfield
Don Ferguson

Last Chance Line Honours
& Annual Matilda Trophy
Blue Streak – Robert Eckersley

Last Chance & QCYC Annual
Regatta Trophy 1910
Angelo De Gennaro
PHRF 1
1st BLUE STREAK
2nd CIRCE III
3rd ALPHA OMEGA

Robert Eckersley
Ron Mazza
Eric Whan

PHRF 2
1st BANDOLEER
Angelo De Gennaro
2nd GONE WITH WIND 2
Bill Eckersley
3rd WARINGTON
Keith Nunn

Special Recognition
Sandra Monkewich
Mary Ann Tevlin
Teresa Miolla

1st QUICKSILVER
Moya Ashby
2nd ON THE ROCKS Lynda Chubak
3rd VOULEZ-VOUS Carolyn Murray

Best Cruising Log - Valhalla Trophy – Elan - Keith Aldridge
Most Ports Entered outside a 25 nautical mile radius of the Club - Georgina World
Cup - Elan - Keith Aldridge
Best Photo - QCYC Regatta 1904 Special Class – Genia Vanderkruk
Best Photo Exhibiting QCYC Spirit - QCYC Regatta 1909 Special Class – John Fursdon

Service to the Race Committee
Karen Wash
Service to the Race Committee
Kim Parker
Service to Race Management
Kay Walker Memorial Trophy
Peter Ashby
Community Service Community
Bobby Norton Memorial Plaque
Keith Nunn
“Grouchy Old Geezer” The “Gibby” Award
Thomas King
Service to the Club Jack Albertson Trophy
David Hall
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2016

Women Skippers
Race
By Halszka Weiss and Marcelina Weiss

Thank you to everyone who participated!
Once again this long-standing QCYC tradition was carried off with great success. This year’s race and postrace events were organized by Beverley Harney and her
enthusiastic support team Sandi, Jacqui, Halszka, and
Marcelina. A very special thank-you to Graham Dougall
and his team for setting up and organizing the main
event, the race. It would not have been possible without all of you!
On a hot and sunny Saturday in August, twenty-two
boats ponied up to the start line. Despite the light
winds, spirits were high and both skippers and crew
enjoyed an exciting race. Congratulations to our overall
winner Sandra Monkewieh, Star bow number 9.
Celebrations continued well into the evening with over
80 people attending the BBQ on the lawn and of course
the traditional QCYC celebratory punch. Nick, the
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sound guy, professionally entertained us with an allfemale artist playlist graciously compiled by Regan Harney. There were also games of volleyball and generally
good cheer had by all.
WSR is not only a dynamic race and a fantastic social
event, it’s an incredible opportunity to encourage new
skippers to take up the helm as well as providing those
of us not always able to helm, the chance to get out
there and give it a try. This year we saw a number of
new skippers join the race! As always we encourage all
our QCYC Women to get out there and show the guys
how it’s done!
We were also happy to host a few boats from our neighbouring clubs and show off our club and skills. QCYC is
known for its great hospitality and we did not disappoint. Looking forward to an even bigger and better
WSR in 2017!

Commodore
Ron Mazza

commodore@qcyc.ca

It’s been a good year and it has been an honour to be
your Commodore for the past two years. I have been
blessed with a wonderful Board again this year, most of
whom will be returning next year, some in different
portfolios. This will be my last year as Commodore. Will
Harney and Trevor Spurr will also be stepping down at
the end of this year. Thanks, Will and Trevor, for your
presence on the Board. The Nominating Committee,
consisting of past commodores David Hall, Steve Hills,
Ken Owen, Pat Whetung, Jim Thorndycraft, and Gary
Baker, are hard at work to fill the existing vacancies. At
time of writing this consists of Entertainment, Yard,
Membership, and Planning. If you’re interested in serving the Club in any of these Board positions, please
contact anyone on the Nominating Committee. Serving
on the Board is a wonderful experience.
The members of Queen City accomplished a lot in 2016.
Despite having no Entertainment Chair, members
stepped forward to ensure events happened. See Jacqui
Cook’s report as Vice Commodore/Entertainment Chair.
We continue to improve our infrastructure. We have our
new Committee boat up and running thanks to the
efforts of many members but most notably Chris Borgal,
Graham Dougall, Peter Ashby, and John Heath. Our
House Chair Genia Vanderkruk got new more durable
decking on the south balcony. Our Moorings Chair,
Nikolay Roshtainsky, coordinated the installation of our
new dinghy ramp and the refurbishment of the mooring
barge. Joanna Kidd as Grounds Chair purchased the new
Muskoka chairs for the front lawn and coordinated the

painting of the picnic tables and lockers. Jacqui Cook
has instigated a review of the moorings electrical systems and we hope to have that review completed by
next year. A refurbishing of the Manager’s Office is also
underway thanks to some unwelcome critter activity.
Thanks to all you members who pitched in so effectively and enthusiastically throughout the year to make
QCYC such a great place to be. Board members, committee members, painters, rakers, deck layers, barge
scrappers, etc., etc. Without you there is no club.
Our tax appeal is STILL not resolved. Nine clubs joined
together to challenge MPAC’s assessments going back
to 2008. Jim Thorndycraft has been coordinating
QCYC’s involvement in this for most of that time. It was
hoped that a hearing of Bluffers Park’s appeal last winter would resolve it, but that resulted in an unexpected
negative decision which has been challenged. We are
still awaiting word on that challenge. The impact of
that decision on our situation is not clear. We are now
awaiting our 2017 assessment.
The QCYC Board, facilitated by our most able club manager, Laura Vanek, undertook a strategic study over a
number of meetings last winter and concluded that
we’re pretty happy with where we are but some areas of
improvement are required. The self-help/work party
structure is one of those. It is strongly felt that Queen
City member involvement with the running and maintenance of the club is an essential part of who we are
and how we function. It creates commitment, camaOCTOBER 2016 QCYC CLIPPER PAGE 15

raderie, and significant cost savings--but it sometimes
seems that 80% of the work is done by 20% of the
members. How can we more effectively involve more of
the membership in these tasks? David Hall and Steve
Hills have taken this on and working with myself as
Commodore, Jacqui Cook as Vice Commodore, Trevor
Spurr as Planning Chair, and Laura Vanek as Club Manager have studied the issue and will make recommendations on improvements. Those recommendations will be
presented to the Board and then to the December AGM.
It became evident early this summer that a number of
existing members have been members of this club for
50 years or more; people thought that maybe it was
time they were acknowledged. David Hall and Richard
Slee agreed to take this on and determine who they
are. This proved to be no small task as the Club records
are amazingly incomplete. Richard spent many hours in
the Toronto archives sifting through available Club
records, old Clippers, and anything else he could find
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related to membership over the past 126 years. Based
on that research, they were able to identify four living
members who qualify. Presentations of 50-year-member
plaques were made by David Hall at the Awards dinner
on October 1st to Paul Olsen, myself, Allan Rae, and
Peter Jones. Peter and Allan deserve special commendation as they exceed 50 years by a comfortable margin. In fact, Peter Jones was Membership Chair when
Paul Olsen joined the club 50 years ago.
And let us not forget QCYC ’s decisive victory over ABYC
in the first annual Regatta Challenge. Well done QCYC
racers! And thanks to Dan Smith for coordinating the
Regatta and instigating the challenge.
Don’t forget the Annual General Meeting to be held on
December 8th at 6:30 p.m. in Room LM 162 at 80 St.
George Street on the University of Toronto Campus. See
you there.

Vice Commodore
Jacqui Cook

vicecommodore@qcyc.ca

For this Clipper report I have put on my Entertainment
Hat…….. What a season!! And the way it came together
is a testament to the very best of a "self-help club".
In February, I sent out an announcement in the Quick
Clipper asking members to volunteer to organize entertainment events. I was overwhelmed with how quickly
and enthusiastically members responded. I shouldn't
have been surprised. After all, late in October 2015, I
received a spontaneous call from Whit and Allie Webster offering to again organize our 2015 holiday party
on the first Saturday of December. Roast beast in the
Snug--what could be better?
After the February meeting the help just kept coming.
Sandra Raitz and Douglas Henderson helmed the always
looked-forward-to Ground Hog Day. Karen Veenhuizen
made sure Chili Challenge was organized. Keith and
Madeline Aldridge whipped Lobsterfest into fine shape.
David Hall and Mary Partridge once more made trivia
exciting and fun. Bev Harney, Sandi Chung, Halszka and
Marcelina Weiss put on an excellent Women Skipppers
Race. Doug Miller, for the umpteenth year, let us flash
back to childhood with Corn & Weenie Roast. The wonder partnership of Lynn and Klaus Noack and Geri and
Toni Karahanas led their massive team of volunteers to
give us Roasted Pig on our front lawn. Geoff Heathcote
and his daughter Lesley made sure the music at many of
our events was good and the price of the bands was
right. The ever-reliable Gail Smith helped many of the
teams with the organizing of plates, napkins and other

necessary utensils. Two Board members were also instrumental in event organization. Membership Chair Nick
Abrahams produced another successful New Members
Night. The venerable Graham Dougall steers two of our
larger formal events, Sailpast and the Awards Banquet.
Even more members volunteered to support these team
leaders to make each of these events a success. To each
and every one of you, thank you for stepping up and
investing your creativity. We couldn't have had all the
fun we had without you.
Self-help at QCYC is fundamental to who we are. Selfhelp lets us do more than would otherwise be possible.
And the doing is part of what most of us consider the
fun of being part of the club. At QCYC we don't passively sit and see what someone else offers us, we get
stuck in and create what we think needs to be.
Without self-help, this year we would not have had all
of these wonderful events. I hope that this pattern of
lead organizers for each event continues next year and
the year after. Like many of the Board positions, Entertainment can be a huge and even overwhelming portfolio. Having a reliable committee of team leads
supporting the Board member was the key to success.
As we put our boats to bed for this season and look
ahead to the next, please consider approaching a Board
member and volunteering to help. Your enthusiastic,
active participation will make a big difference and help
make our club even better.
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Work and2016
Play

House
Genia Vanderkruk

The end of another season is upon us, and plans are
underway to put boats away and shut down the clubhouse. The plumbers will be here on October 31 and
November 1 to turn off the water and prepare the
plumbing system for winter, so please plan accordingly.
We’ve struggled this season with a large mink population, and have discovered that despite our best efforts
to keep them away from the clubhouse, there is evi-

1 Port Street East in Port Credit | Mississauga

For all your

keelboat needs

905 278 7005 or
1 800 263 1506
visit us online

2 Great Stores!

foghboatsupplies.com

house@qcyc.ca

dence that they have migrated inside. We will be doing
some work in the office area to try to discourage movement in this space, since it is used on a regular basis.
In a great show of QCYC spirit, a member has stepped
forward with an offer to recover the seats in the
restaurant. Thank you Catherine Saunders! This work
will take place over the winter, and spring will bring
with it fresh upholstery. We’ll have to consider ways to
prevent the chairs from getting soiled during heavy
work days, like launch, haulout, and work parties.
Over the winter, the Snug will be open on weekends
thanks to a dedicated crew of Island volunteers who
unlock and lock the building throughout the winter. If
you’re on the Island checking up on your boat, it’s a
handy place to warm up, have your lunch, or use the
facilities. We ask that you remember to take your
garbage with you when you leave, as there is no
garbage pickup during the winter months.

Both conveniently located in the GTA

For all your
performance sailing needs
416 251 0384 or
1 800 342 3644
visit us online

foghmarine.com

901 Oxford Street , SW of Islington + the Gardiner | Toronto
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Grounds
Joanna Kidd

As the leaves and temperatures start to fall, it is timely
to look back at my first season as Grounds Chair. For
me it has been a year both of surprises and of delights.
It has been heartwarming to have so many members
come forward to help make our Club beautiful, and it
has been my pleasure to help by providing the direction, tools and materials to allow it to happen.
It would be a long list indeed, if I were to thank everyone who helped out on Grounds, and I would inevitably
forget someone. Instead, I will list the projects that
were tackled this year. They include:
• Tree trimming was carried out by an arborist to
ensure that our tree canopy is healthy and safe. Additional work in 2017 will finish off the job (for now).
• A second-hand utility vehicle was purchased for
grounds use and hauling of solid waste to the Works
yard at Gibraltar Point.
• Members bagged about 180 bags of leaves in the
spring and more recently have begun pruning bushes
around the Club.
• All machinery (weed whackers, lawn mowers and the
utility vehicle) were serviced.
• Six Muskoka chairs were purchased to enliven the
front of the clubhouse and enhance sunset-viewing
cocktails for members.
• The Drysail Lockers (built in the fall of 2015 by volunteers led by David Craddock) were made available

grounds@qcyc.ca

to Star and dinghy sailors.
• At the Spring Work Party, enthusiastic volunteers
moved hundreds of pounds of debris from the Yard
and elsewhere on the property and placed it in the
dumpster.
• The picnic tables on the front lawn were re-stained.
• Shelves were purchased to organize and store the
Club’s paint.
• Green-thumbed members purchased plants and
planted, weeded and watered the containers and gardens that are scattered throughout the Club, bringing beauty to all who pass. (Parenthetically, I would
like to say that I thought our containers were WAY
better than those at the RCYC).
• It was a big painting year. Members tackled a number of painting projects, including the bridge to the
Rapids Queen, the shed for the utility vehicle, the
winch house, the doors to the Annex, and four locker
blocks (A, C, D and the dinghy shed).
So thanks to all who helped out on Grounds. Your participation is much appreciated. I would like to
acknowledge Felipe, PJ and Gwen for their work on the
lawns and garbage. And I would like to send a special
shout out to John Heath, who in addition to being
Treasurer, somehow found time to look at utility vehicles, take the weed whackers to be serviced, and pick
up chains for the chainsaw and parts for the lawn mowers. Grounds are indeed us.
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Membership
Nick Abrahams

It’s hard to believe summer is finally over--and what a
great endless summer it was. I hope everybody frequented the Club as much as possible and was able to
attend some or most of our social events. A lot of time
and effort is put towards organizing these events and I
would like to acknowledge some main volunteers who
helped out with Membership.
Thank you Sandra Raitz and Douglas Henderson for all
your hard work organizing the Boat Show and Ground
Hog Day. Also, a big thankyou to Sandra and Douglas’s
volunteers, especially Halszka Weiss, Marcelina Weiss,
and Nikolay Roshtainsky, for once again making GHD a
huge success.
Thank you, Paul Horne, Pat Whetung, and Arleigh Crawford for your help in saluting the new boats. Thank
you, Terry and Barry O’Neill and all volunteers who
brought food and sold tickets at the door for New Members Night. A special thankyou to Gail Smith who continues to work behind the scenes making sure we have
all the plates etc. and making sure NMN runs smoothly.
I’m sure by now everyone knows all about Work Hours,
the Quick Clipper, and the Flash. If you have any questions about these, please don’t hesitate to ask me or
any other Board member. Don’t forget, you need to do
your work hours or you will be charged.
We had to turn away a few big boats this summer due
to lack of moorings for boats with large beams. Only
one boat agreed to go on a waiting list. Things
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changed in the lagoon (as usual), and everything
worked out in the end, as we were able to accommodate the boat when it was ready to come in. The Club
still has a few small med moorings available for Sharks,
Tanzer 22’s and other boats of similar size. If you know
of anyone who is interested in joining the QCYC with
one of these boats, please let them know that we can
accommodate them right away.
When I looked through the list of all the new members
I couldn’t believe how many we have this year. I know
most of them were formally introduced at New Members
Night but in case you couldn’t make it, here are some
pictures so you can put names to faces you’ve seen
around the Club. Thank you to those who were around
for me to take their picture or who sent them in. If you
haven’t already, please join me in welcoming our new
2016 QCYC members.

Senior Members
Rob and Denise Nicholson, Alex Monem and Paula
Lukan and their son Cairo; Alan Shapiro and Danielle
Beausoleil; Lincoln and Anna Frost-Hunt and their children Emma, Max, and Peter; Linda Mote; Jared Bishop;
Adam Seaborn.

Associate Members
Steve Newman, Colin Kilgour, Nancy Tsai and her son
Kirk Chen, Paulette Pelletier Kelly and her husband Bill
Freeman, Verity White, Geneva Dalley, Todd Stansbury

and his wife Jessica McLaughlin Stansbury, Susan
Mazza, Jonathan Taylor Baird and his wife Lauren Ashley Cruz Baird, Mary Marrone, John Wilkinson, Eric Lutz,
Jamie Miles and Rita Strah, David Joy, Suzanne Stalker,
Elaine Philips, Kim Wickwire, Stephanie Erdle.

When I walk around the Club and see all the new pockets of friendships being made it enforces what a great
community the QCYC is and will always be. Have a great
winter season and I look forward to seeing you and
starting all over in the Spring.

Meet the New Members!

Adam Seaborn

Alan Shapiro

Elaine Phillips

Eric Lutz

James Miles & Rita Strah

Jared Bishop

Linda Mote

Phil Morley

Steve Newman

Susan Mazza

Todd & Jessica Stansbury

Verity White & Geneva Dalley

Lincoln, Anna,
Emma, Max, Peter

Rob Nicholson &
Colin Kilgour

Verity White & Geoff Scott
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Treasurer
John Heath

We are at the point of closing our fiscal year 2016.
Laura and Sue are busily compiling all the final information in preparation for closing the books and preparing
for the audit firm of Adams & Miles to review all of our
financial information. Once the audit is complete, it will
be reviewed by the Management Committee initially and
then by the entire board prior to final approval of our
audited financial statements. These statements will be
provided for the AGM on December 8, 2016.

treaurer@qcyc.ca

based on current information. I appreciate all members
who help to control our costs for waste, hydro, and
water. If you see at tap leaking and turn it off or
replace a gasket: thank you! If you unplug or turn off
an electrical draw that does not need to be powered
up: thank you! If you leave packaging at home for disposal rather than bringing it to the Club: thank you! If
you replace a battery, thank you for taking the old one
home: you get a rebate and we save the high disposal
costs (this especially applies to toxic waste, please dispose of that through your municipal waste sites).

Our new fiscal year starts October 1st and billing has
been prepared; you will have received your fall billing
by now. Fall billing includes winter storage and either
summer yard storage or mooring fees. Those with lockers or the new drysail lockerettes are also billed. Payment is due, as always, by one day prior to first
haulout day (October 15th). Payment plans are available but must be applied for by email to
treasurer@qcyc.ca and must be approved by October
14, 2016. In the absence of approved payment plans, a
$100 late fee is billed to all who have not paid by
November 1st.

To all those members who put in untold work hours, we
really do appreciate it and it keeps our costs down. If
you want to help but are unsure how to, ask any Board
member. Better still, many of the people that I know
best in the Club I met while pushing boats in the yard
or doing a work party--big or small. Please do not wait
to ask, invite yourself into a project. Sometimes we get
great ideas from members who say let’s get that fixed
or let’s make a change for the better on some of the
Club facilities.

It has been a good year financially for the Club: income
was 99.55% of budget. On the expense side, items were
generally well controlled. Some items are a challenge to
predict (when will that widget decide to break?), but
all things considered, most departments are generally
within budget.

Skill sets vary from some specialized skills to painting,
raking, telephone committee. I am always amazed by
the wide range of skills in the Club and if you can say
“I am good at X or I would really like to do Y,” we
would be glad to know. You probably have a skill we
really need!

As our Commodore has mentioned, the tax fight continues. We are hopeful but to be prudent, we must budget

Look forward to seeing all at haulout, there are chocolates for those who have paid!
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Planning
Trevor Spurr

As this will be my last article for the Clipper after four
years on the Board as the Planning Chair, I would like
to take the opportunity not only to review this year’s
Planning activities but also to provide a bit of a retrospective of my time in this position.
When I was first approached to be on the Board, I
asked what did the Planning Chair do and was told that
the role was not easily defined so I would have to find
my own way. This certainly was my experience.
My last two years have been largely spent on strategic
planning as a result of an October, 2014 decision to
look into the drafting of a strategic plan under the
Planning Chair. Since this was expected to be a large
undertaking there was a “deer in the headlights”
moment for the Planning Chair but it proved to be an
interesting project and fortunately for me not as big as
it might have been.
In 2015 we collected data from available sources to see
if our preconceived ideas had a basis in fact. We determined that our average membership age is not increasing; large boats are not becoming our future or at least
not quickly; and the catchment area for our membership is not changing. Thanks to Dan Smith we have a
software tool that he created to organize the data.
This year your Board met in February for a day’s retreat
at the RCYC facility in the City. Laura Vanek guided us
through an exercise where we sought to discover the
present essential characteristics of the Club and what

planning@qcyc.ca

we could see as its future.
Laura collated all the answers we gave and upon the
Board’s review we were unable to find those existential
threats that often drive the creation of strategic plans;
but the Board did determine that the self-help nature
of the Club and financial planning should be further
investigated this year. Other topics such as the ramifications of the pending not-for-profit legislation and a
review of the nature of membership would be subjects
of future analysis.
As it happened, only the self-help topic was developed
in 2016 by a subcommittee of board and non-board
members. Steve Hills, David Hall and Ron Mazza collected information from other clubs around the lake as
to their methods of managing volunteer hours. The subcommittee, which included Jacqui Cook, Laura, and
myself, is now putting together a report for the Board
to be tabled this year and acted upon in 2017. Recommendations which could come out of the report would
focus on improving member involvement through better
organization and communication.
I expect that that a necessary part of the development
of a new work hours strategy will be the involvement of
the entire Club membership in providing ideas and
comments.
The other proposed topic for study this year was financial planning in the funding of major capital projects.
One of the defined jobs of the Planning Chair has been
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to maintain a list of projects divided into short, mid
and long term, but in my experience it has not been
possible actually to plan to fund the projects on the
same basis. This is a common and legally required practice in condominium funding plans and while it may be
unsuitable for our Club I have heard that RCYC is
choosing to go this route. John Warren has provided
some commentary on the subject of capital funding and
it will likely be a topic for consideration by the next
Planning Chair.
Leaving strategic matters aside and looking retrospectively, my earlier work for the Club was to draft a policy
enabling us to be in compliance with the Access for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) and a Harassment Policy under the provisions of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act. The latter policy provides for
formal procedures with respect to incidents involving
employees, members, or a combination of both, if
these can’t be resolved informally.
My work with AODA leads me to recommend that the
Club do more
in creating
better access
to the Club
and particularly the main
building.
Access means
little to most
of us until we
break a limb,
have a joint
replacement,
get old or
want to have
disabled
friends or
family members visit the
Club.
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Those who have these issues are mainly silent and it
must be recognized that the Club by the nature of its
activities can never be fully accessible, but more could
be done; for example, an electric chair lift could be
installed on the stairway to the second floor. I know
Genia has an interest in improving the Snug bathroom
for those with mobility issues and this may take place
in the foreseeable future.
Finally, before I joined the Board I was a relatively
uninvolved Club member sometimes having difficulties
making my Club hours. My time on the Board gave me
an opportunity to learn how the Club operates, introduced me to the many fine people on the Board and in
the wider membership, and allowed me to make a contribution.
I heartily recommend that members consider joining
the Board – you will find it to be an interesting and
rewarding experience.

Secretary
Leigh Geraghty

secretary@qcyc.ca

It’s been a pleasure to serve as Club Secretary for the
past year. I’ve enjoyed working with the Board and
learning about the operation of the Club. Here are a
few highlights of the past year.

other clubs and sailing organizations. QCYC is a member
of a number of sailing organizations such as LOCCA,
LORC, LYRA, AHMEN Racing, Ontario Sailing/Sailing
Canada and PHRF-Lake Ontario.

Official Record of Club Meetings

Did you know that QCYC has reciprocal agreements with
close to 100 other sailing and boating clubs? Of course
most of them are on the shores of Lake Ontario, but we
also have agreements with more distant clubs such as
Royal Victoria Yacht Club in BC, Club de Voile Senneville
in Quebec, and three other QCYC’s—in Seattle, Australia
and New Zealand! You’ll find the reciprocal invitations
and cards from other clubs in the Reciprocals Binder,
which is in the lobby of the clubhouse.

As Secretary, my main responsibility is recording the
minutes of our monthly Board meetings, as well as our
Annual General Meeting and Spring Meeting. Once the
minutes are approved, you’ll find them posted in the
Senior Members area of the QCYC website.

Annual General Meeting and
Spring Meeting
QCYC holds two general meetings a year – the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) in December, and the Spring
Meeting in May. I assist with logistics for these meetings, notify members, and record the minutes.
The 2016 QCYC Annual General Meeting will be held on
Thursday, December 8th, 2016, at the University of
Toronto in Room LM 162, 80 St. George Street. All Senior Members are encouraged to attend.
The AGM mailing will be sent to Senior Members late in
November. The package will include minutes of last
year’s AGM and Directors’ year-end reports. Please make
sure we have your up-to-date email address (or postal
address for those who don’t have email).

Communicating with Other Clubs and Sailing Organizations
As Club Secretary, I’m the main point of contact with

This year, the Lake Ontario Club Cruising Association
(LOCCA) introduced an online Reciprocal Repository,
where participating cubs post their reciprocal policies.
Over 40 Lake Ontario clubs are listed in the online
repository, which you can now access when planning
your summer cruises on the lake. Visit
http://locca.org/reciprocal-repository/ for a complete
list. This new repository will make my job much easier
in the future, as it will replace the past practice of
mailing reciprocal invitations and cards to clubs that
are registered in the repository.

Acknowledging Members’ Life Events
Sadly, several of our members experienced the loss of
a family member this year, and to them I have
extended condolences on behalf of the Board and
members of QCYC.
continued on next page
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continued from last page

Thanks
My thanks to past and present board members who have
helped me to learn and carry out my responsibilities,
especially Joanna Kidd and Genia Vanderkruk who, as
past Club Secretaries, provided tons of support and
insight. Thanks also to Glen Newbury for preparing the
electronic reciprocal cards that we sent to other clubs.

I’d also like to thank the National Yacht Club, Royal
Canadian Yacht Club, Ian & Lynn Wilson, and
Ron Mazza for providing meeting facilities for our offseason meetings.
I hope the winter treats you well, and I look forward to
seeing you in the Spring!

Learn to Sail
Robert Eckersley

LTS had a very successful summer. The investments that
the club has made over the past few years were a big
contributing factor. The year got off to a great start
with the very successful marine yard sale run by Peter
and Moira Ashby. It raised approximately $1900 which
was used to buy new sails for the Pico's and a dolly for
the race team. The new dinghy ramp was fabulous,
enabling us to get the boats in and out of the water
more quickly and more safely. Finally, with permission
from the race committee, we took the race committee
RIB to two of our regattas. The first regatta, Steerers,
was wild, with high winds and huge waves on the lake.
The QCYC RIB was one of the only ones able to handle
the waves; it assisted numerous sailors throughout the
regatta, and played a starring role when one of our
own sailors was hit by his boom and had to be taken to
shore immediately for stitches. I'd like to thank the
members of Queen City for the support of the LTS program!
This year we had a younger and less experienced race
team. However, they were well coached by Rachel Kozicz and achieved some great results. Nicholas Dotsch
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and Marc de Verteuil were 3rd at Fogh Boorman,
Nicholas and Graeme Hambeton were 4th at Steerers,
Nicholas and Hannah Boucher were 5th in the Silver
fleet at CORK, and Filip Wasowicz and Alan Harris were
17th at CORK (in a 52-boat fleet).
We had a large number of youth LTS sailors pass their
CanSail 3 this year, which bodes well for our advanced
sailing ranks next year.
The adult keelboat courses were once again run by
Scott Forbes and received enthusiastic reviews from all
participants. Once again this course was sold out,
showing that there is lots of demand for keelboat
courses. As well, enrollment was considerably up for
our adult dinghy courses. We are going to think about
how to expand this program for next year.
Over the fall I will be sending a survey to participants
of this year's programs to help us plan for next year.
If you receive one, I’d really appreciate your taking the
time to give us your feedback. Have a great winter!

Rear Commodore
Graham Dougall

At the time of writing this, there are two races and two
events left in the 2016 season

rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

Agency (CSBA). This was well attended and well
received.

• Last Chance Cup on Saturday, October 1st

In Racing,

• QCYC's AHMEN Race on Sunday, October 2nd

• Race Management

• Participants’ Meetings on Saturday, October 22nd,
Haulout willing

• More and better use of the RIB

• Cruising at 1600
• Racing at 1630
The Participants' Meetings will be held in the Great
Hall. These meetings are your chance to provide input
on the 2017 season and to volunteer for the many
over-the-winter jobs for the Sailing Committee. One
important need is to put together a team to manage
the awards and trophy process. Volunteers, anyone?
Please contact me.
2016 has been a successful year of evolution for the
cruising and racing programs, thanks to the efforts of
many club volunteers.

• Use of the Freddy M as the Race Committee Signal
Vessel.
• The Freddy M and the RIB assisted ABYC in the running of their Open Regatta's PHRF Course
• Commissioning her has been a work in progress and
is nearly complete.
• Open Regatta
• Under the Chair of Dan Smith, the QCYC Open Regatta
worked with ABYC to drive participation at both
club’s Open Regatta
• QCYC won the 2016 Commodore to Commodore Challenge from ABYC’s Commodore Bob Hedley.

In Cruising, key initiatives included

• Women Skippers Race (WSR)

• Online registration for Club cruises

• There was another good turnout thanks to the WSR
Committee

• A cruise to Youngstown Yacht Club, both as a destination and as a learning experience for leaving
Canada to the US and returning

• WSR Committee is looking at improvements to afterrace social functions.

• A seminar in support of the cruise to YYC from the US
Customs Protection (CBP) and Canada Border Security
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One of the items for 2017 is ensuring the Race Committee has International Code Pennant 9.
One of the new things we tried is having the Champion
of Champions out on the lake instead of the Inner Harbour. Well, not so new: back until the early nineties,
the Champion of Champions alternated between the
Inner and Outer Harbour. Given that the earlier nineties
are nearly a quarter century ago perhaps it can pass as
new.
As we have a RC Signal Vessel, a mark, and ground
tackle to operator on the shelf, out we went.
As with anything new, we found a number of possible
improvements for next year.
It turns out the paragraph covering racing in the Inner
Harbour or in the lake got dropped in the SIs. Oops. We
needed to ensure that we didn't interfere with the
Melges North Americans run by RCYC. It turns out that
it was a worry that we shouldn't have a worry. One
issue was the Contender and 505 course right where it
would have been ideal for us to set up! Then out came
the hordes of windsurfers emerging from the Outer Harbour, masses of them. Thanks to David Pitcher for letting us know that it was the around-the-Island race for
them and they wouldn't be joining the course already
in place. Off they went west, later to emerge from the
Eastern Gap. Speaking of the Eastern Gap, as we ventured out into the lake we observed police, fire and
other emergency vessels and vehicles at the Ports
Toronto International Passenger Terminal. As we were
waiting for participants to reach us, we heard the
Toronto Police Services Marine Unit announce that they
would periodically close the Eastern Gap. This
announcement was repeated several times during the
day. While we were concerned this activity could
impact the Race, it never did.
So the contemplated changes for 2017 Champion of
Champions include:
• Move to the Saturday, to conflict with LORC Offshore
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races instead of AHMEN race (This will be done)
• Put back the dropped paragraphs from the SIs
• SI improvements
• First warning at 1100 for Inner Harbour and 1130 for
Lake
• Curfew to state no warning after 1600 for Inner Harbour and 1630 for Lake
• Augment ground tackle to run races in 250 to 300
feet of depth
• Consider changes to improve equality of the event,
such as
• Request RSVP to determine who is racing to better
create group
• Add possibility of a fourth race to better allow CHIPS
scoring to work itself out
• Split into three scoring groups, PHRF 1, PHRF 2 &
PHRF 3, assuming enough participants
• A completely different format, open to suggestions.
As for the planning for 2017, the chairs of the various
Sailing Program Committees are interested in receiving
your feedback and input.
• Cruising – Pat Whetung
• Open Regatta – Dan Smith
• PHRF – Dave Robinson
• WSR – Bev Harney
As always, I appreciate your feedback and input.

Fleet
Chris Borgal

Fitting up of the Freddy M is now almost complete and
she has been in service for the Race Committee for the
best part of the summer. Random glitches, expected
with the commissioning of any vessel, have been dealt
with as they have occurred. A few items need to be
adjusted, such as the signal horns, and some additional
fitting out of the forepeak to allow neat storage of pfds
and other items is still in the works. New stern uprights
have been acquired for the cradle to repair damage
from the wind last winter and I will be asking for a
work crew to assist. As before, I have to thank those
involved in the fitup, including John Heath, Paul Olsen,
Peter Ashby, Ed Vanderkruk, Graham Dougall, and the
others who have worked so hard to pull this together.
Of particular note, however, I would like to give a huge
thankyou to Peter Tielen of HMP. Peter took the sketch
designs for the mast and converted them to the halyard
mast and installed it–and donated his labour to the
Club. He prepared the lettering and welded the cockpit
stanchions to the original rod holders so that we did
not have to bore new holes in the coaming. Peter's brokerage also organized the delivery of the boat over the
border when we originally acquired it from the U.S. So,
Peter, thank you sincerely on behalf of the Club for
your efforts!
Ongoing maintenance of the Algonquin Queen continues
to ensure reliable operation. Small incremental changes
and fixes have been completed (new screwed connection for the burgee staff, a new clip for the rear door,
adjustment to the latch to the pfd storage closet) and

fleet@qcyc.ca

other quick fixes had to be done (rebuilt alternator and
repaired horn, for instance). I have to thank Club member and our resident mechanic, Buffy MacPhail, who has
continued to contribute to the reliability of this vessel.
The AQII has now had over a decade of hard use and,
over the summer, needed replacements of parts such as
hoses and electrical items, the kind of items that show
wear and tear. While she is not driven far, her use is
hard, as the engine and turbo unit barely have time to
warm up before a run is completed: that is the reason
she is left to idle for a bit on completion of each run.
I am dismayed that there have been incidents of members verbally abusing our great crews (and I have had
many, many positive comments about them over the
summer). If you have a complaint, the proper approach
is to let me know and I will then deal with the issue.
Good fleet staff are hard to come by and the actions of
some members in this regard cannot be appreciated by
the majority if a loss of staff, for whatever reason,
could mean that we might not be able to service the
runs. Please be polite, even if there is an issue, and let
me know later so that I can investigate and deal with
it. On the other hand, I was approached by a member
recently about how best to commend the crews for
their courtesy and helpfulness, particularly with respect
to our older and less able members. It would be most
gratifying if those who have had a good experience
could send in a note or express it to our crews as the
season winds down.
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The RIB was punctured a few weeks ago as a result of
an overly enthusiastic weighing of a Danforth anchor.
Jim Turl was able to patch it and get it back into service without compromising its required use.

so doing, we could manage the tenders and equipment
better and allow more members to participate. I invite
volunteers to come forward to discuss this with me. It is
an interesting part of the Club's activities, particularly
for those who like messing around in boats!

Bicycles remain a perennial issue. Another incident
Have a safe and efficient haulout – I’ll see you all at
occurred recently when members, one of whom had
the Club.
been waiting on the dock for almost an hour with his
groceries, were pre-empted by another with a bike who
shot past everyone at the last minute and claimed a
seat. As I mentioned in the last Clipper, apparently
some cyclists arrive late, just prior to departure of tender, and continue to charge ahead
of members. I am dismayed at such rude
behaviour (and perhaps also because some
do not seem to read the Clipper!) ONCE
AGAIN. For those on the dock: if a bike
arrives late and there is already a full load,
Club members must monitor whether the
bike can fairly be accommodated and tell
the individual to get in line. Please speak up
to protect your position; our crews cannot
tell from the boat who was first in line. For
those on bikes: please arrive reasonably in
UNFORGETTABLE
RENDEZ VOUS @
advance of departures and be respectful of
FOLLY
ROCK INN
those who are already there. While we like to
$3,950 week
$4,950 week
load bikes first, having a bike does not give
For Sale $1,399,000
you the right to replace someone who was
there before you.

MuskokaRentalCottages.com

We are now getting the equipment ready for
haulout as the season winds down. I am
reflecting on whether to run for Fleet Captain next year and on how the position
should be filled. The best way to proceed, in
my view, would be to have a small group of
about four people as a Fleet Committee
under the Fleet Captain. Each could be
assigned specific overview tasks (such as
staff review, maintenance, scheduling, etc.)
which would reduce the overall number of
annual hours closer to the required 12. By
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SERENITY @
SHORESIDE
$2,750 week

HAPPY HIDEAWAY
$1,750 week

416-239-6860
Ian F. Heerdegen
south.muskoka.realty@sympatico.ca
www.MuskokaRentalCottages.com

“Keel Laid 1934”

The Shellback Club

The Shellback Club is celebrating 83 years and, as
usual, we have selected speakers presenting a wide
range of nautical and maritime topics. Come early to
enjoy the company and a beverage. All the usual beverages are available at Club prices. We start promptly at
1215 hours and finish about 1330 – 1345 hours. The
guest speaker starts about 1245 hours. (Cost $23 each,
including 3-course meal).

November 2nd

Mike Carter will share the story of his great grandfather
who was shipwrecked on a desert island in the middle
of the Pacific Ocean on his way back from the Australian Goldrush in 1888. The ship’s company were rescued after 49 days.

November 9th

http://shellbacks.weebly.com/

Ron Jenkins will give is another update on the status
and saga of the Billy Bishop Airport.

October 19th

November 16th

Rob Mazza continues his acclaimed series in the Model
Room on yacht design. With George Cuthbertson, he
will discuss the 6 and 8 Metres of the International
Rule, good timing after the 8 Metre North American and
Worlds, and Canada's Cup being raced again in Eights.

David Jarvis, world class racing sailor, will draw
his presentation from his many sailing and organizing
experiences in such events as the Volvo Round
the World Race, the 2015 Pan Am Trials and the
Canada Cup.

October 26th

November 23rd

Liz Benneian will speak to us of the Trumpeter Swan
Coalition, a group that has been responsible for bringing Ontario’s trumpeter swans back from extinction.
Today they are working to ensure a marina development
project in Burlington does not threaten the winter
grounds for 200 of these magnificent birds.

Bill Bialkowski of the Broken Wire incident, returns,
this time to speak of the building of the Panama Canal.

November 30th
Amanda Slade, Investigator for the Transportation
Safety Board of Canada, Master Mariner and Professor at
Georgian College will share how her sailing experience
has helped her in the commercial world in which she
now works.

December 7th
Judith Alltree has now been with the Mission to Seafarers for several years. She will share with us the changes
that have occurred and the future of the Mission.

December 14th
Moosemilk – our annual Christmas/holiday gathering at
Mimico Cruising Club
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Another
Fine Year

QCYC Members Only
Winterizing Specials
Prices Valid October thru November 2016
Or while supplies last!
Flat rate for shipping. Place your
order before 2pm to get on the way
same day!

$17

Holland Marine Products
875 Lakeshore Rd E.
Mississauga, ON
L5E1E2

Shrink Wrap
We have rolls of shrink wrap, tape vents. All
in stock. Prices starting at $185.00/roll

Non-Toxic Plumbing
Antifreeze -46C(-50F)
Safe, Non-Alcohol formula*
FloPerm
$6.99/4ltr
Non-Toxic Plumbing
Antifreeze -75C(-100F) Safe,
Non-Alcohol formula*
Engine or Water System
Safe.
FloPerm $11.99/4ltr

Access Door

*Alcohol in antifreeze will destroy
most rubber parts, such as head
vavles, impellers, water pumps etc.

36" wide by 48" long zipper access
door available in Blue, White & Clear
$ 20.00/ea

Self-Piercing
Louvered Vent
$ 3.50/ea

Weather Tight Self-Adhesive Vent

4" x 5" self-adhesive, weather tight vent.
Removable top for easy installation.
$ 3.50/ea

Non-Skid Bottom Cap

Keeps support poles upright for 2x4 $ 5.75/ea

Top Cap

End Cap Pad for 2x4

$ 2.60/ea

RapidShrink 100 Heat Tool

Shrink Wrap Tape

2" wide by 180' long heat shrink tape. 9mil-backed
tape with no UV inhibitors. Heat shrink tape is
designed to tape seams, patch holes and secure
zipper access doors.
#110-00802 White $ 16.50
#110-00702 Blue $ 16.50
#110-00902 Clear $ 16.75

Strapping

1/2" wide x 1500' long woven cord
strapping. 600 lb. break strength.
$ 63.00

Rapid Shrink 100 Propane Fired Heat Shrink Tool Kit. 100,000 BTUs.
Kit includes: heat tool, 25' propane hose, adjustable regulator, training DVD,
safety gloves, safety glasses, and carrying case.
$ 499.00

